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Undefeated Crusader Eleven Meets
Eagles In Annual Gridiron Classic
Purple Team

Boston College Team in Battle Array

Is Favored
To Win Classic

Boston College
Is Underdog
In Final Game
Three Defeats Hurt
Season That Looked
To Be Huge Success

Osmanski Ready To
Make Up For Last
Year's Inactivity
By Paul Kelly
And once again the Eagle battles
the Crusader. On Saturday next
the Royal Purple will roar down
out of the hills of Packachoag
fully prepared to defend their national standing as one of the few
major undefeated football teams
in the country this year.
The 1935 Holy Cross football
team was the first unbeaten eleven
in the history of the Worcester
institution. This 1937 Crusader,
durable and husky, hopes to duplicate that feat. St. Anselm, Providence, Georgetown, Georgia, Western Maryland, Temple, Colgate,
Brown, and Carnegie Tech have
failed to unhorse the Knights of
the silver pants, and now, Boston
College, the Golden Eagle, remains
as the last hurdle. The winner, and
The above is a picture of the Eagle team as it will probably take th e field next Saturday against Holy
the score? The scoreboard in FenCross. The boys look pretty serious and you can't blame them, for they've got a day's work ahead.
way Park, about four-thirty Saturday afternoon will answer that
query.
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Fulton Defeats
Englishmen

Experts Give Their Opinion

On Probable Outcome of Game

?

?

.

By Tom McFarland
Not until late next Saturday afternoon when dusk begins to
stretch her grey fingers over Fenway Park, and the white-clad figure of the field judge presses his
horn for the last time, will Eagle
followers know whether their 1937
football season has been a success
or a failure.
Win Spells Success
In some future year, the old
grad, thumbing through the records, will not remember the glowing forecasts and subsequent disappointments of the present season, but will judge the 1937 team,
as he does every other Boston College team, by the result of the
Holy Cross game. A win over the
Crusaders would cast seasonal performances to the winds and the
current campaign would be considered a success.
Teams Keyed Up
Knowing full well that the converse is true at Holy Cross, the
Eagle stalwarts are regarding the
Detroit, North Carolina, and B. U.,
defeats as so much water over the
dam, and are priming for Saturday's classic with a dogged determination to carry on where they
left off a year ago.
Both teams will be keyed up to
the high emotional pitch that
brings out superlative performances. Boston College supporters
believe that this extra lift will
serve to transfer the midfield
power that has been so evident
throughout the year into actual
scoring power. They believe that
this added verve will provide the
spark that the Dobie offence needs.
DiNatale Recovered
Captain Tony DiNatale will return from the casualty list to play
his last game for the Maroon and
Gold. If Tony's return should regenerate the team's spirit as it did
last year after his enforced abBOSTON COLLEGE
(Continued on Page 12)

Squad Leaves Heights
To Seek Seclusion
After a short workout Thursday morning the football team

will leave for a nearby country club where they will spend
the next two days. At the golf
club practice sessions will be
held Friday morning and afternoon.

It will be overlooking spacious fairways that the team
will enjoy their Thanksgiving
turkey. Friday evening the
players will be entertained by
motion pictures of the 1937
Boston College games and selections by the Varsity Glee Club
under the direction of Signor
Hugo Blandori. At last reports
"Butch" Kissel had his Psych
book tucked away in his traveling bag and he is expected to
give a symposium on Lamarck's
theory of evolution before and
after each workout.
Saturday morning the team,
coaches, managers, etc. will embark for Fenway Park where
they hope to greet the Crusaders with their second defeat in
two years.
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THE AERIE

Dear Vin,
Need you ask ? Of course our
faces are red, very red. But are
we downhearted- Not so you'd notice it. It takes more than even a
defeat by B. U. to make B. C. men
cry quits. And, Vincent my boy,
warn your eleven stalwarts that
they better live up' to their name
of Crusaders and wear good strong
heavy chain-mail. They're going to
need it Saturday if they expect to
get back alive.
Aside from the sinking sensation in the stomach that gradually
overcame one at the game Saturday it was worth watching. A
B. U. man near me, groaned in
spirit during the third period when
the b'oys began to go to town. Says
he, "It looks to me as though
Dobie has his strings mixed."
Cignetti, Pete the Pounder, went
through the B. U. line as though
they were a bunch of wraiths. The
best part of the whole game
though, was the last play. It was
B. C.'s first razzle-dazzle contribution of the year. It was breathtaking. Best of all it almost
worked.
It didn't help at all to have Captain Tony DiNatale out of there
Saturday. Vin, there's one really
swell guy. I admire him for
he's trying, giving all he's got;
always outstanding but never
grandstanding. (Boy, I just ooze
paranomasiae ahem!
tonight.)
He's a first-stringer in studies, an
honor student; in football, our
captain, and in the Sodality. Dobie
said he is a game kid?but Dobie
doesn't know the half. Does he
hide the fact that he's a Catholic,
that he's fond of our Lady? He
does not. And yet there's nothing
too game about that, is there,
when you think of it? It just
seems that way because there are
so many dumb Catholics that
haven't brains enough to be chesty
about their Catholicity. But Tony
has the right slant. He knows that
the doors that studies and football
will open to him don't count much
in comparison with that heavenly
gate that Mary will one day swing
wide for him. I suppose that there
are plenty of the lads there at
H. C. who look down on the Sodality. I'm laughing at them. I rather
pity them here. They think they're
"big shots" to pass it up. Why
they're not even popguns to a
twenty-four incher beside Tony
DiNatale of Belmont?my nomination for the real B. C. man.
I didn't tell you about that trip
to Western Maryland, did I?
Everything including
the score
went very smoothly. Most of the
men were the grown-ups that they
ought to be. The hotel people hated
to see us go. They're looking forward to our next visit?but not
as much as we are! Of course you
will always have the nursery with
you. You know, the kids who get
a glass of beer into them and then
deem it their obligation to let
everybody know about it. They got
on my ear! I suppose I shouldn't
be too hard on them though. It
was probably their first time away
from home. The combination of
that fact and the Broadway bright
lights was too much for them.
Give them time, they'll grow up.
After seeing some of them make
fools of themselves I've come to
this conclusion?a fellow who can't
take a glass of beer without starting a Fourth of July celebration
better stick to his milk bottle.
Why a man must drink is beyond
me. I suppose that it makes him
feel real manish. But if a fellow
must drink then let him at least
learn to drink like a gentleman.
The gang is going to see B. U.
snowed under Saturday. And then,
as the barber says, "You're next."
It's going to break my heart to see
your undefeated team crawl back
simply massacered next Saturday
night. Never mind though, you'll
have a nice long winter to get
over it. I'll give you B. C. over
H. C. by at least two touchdowns.
Are you on? When you are paying
up just add my win to that five
dollars you already owe me!
Joe.
?

?

Questionnaire Reveals That

"For Boston" Is the Favorite

When the Boston College banc*
marches down the field to the
familiar strains of "For Boston,"
it plays the favorite college song
of the B. C. student body. For an
informal questionnaire among a
representative number of students
indicates that the oldest of our
college songs is by far the leader
of the Maroon and Gold hit parade.
Second in popularity is the tune
"Sweep Down the Field" while
"All Hail Maroon and Gold" was
mentioned as the third choice of
many. All the students questioned
expressed the opinion that if more
attention were given to "Boston
Is Marching By," "All Up For Boston," and the other less known
songs, Boston College would have
that many more popular tunes.
"Maroon Is For The Sunrise"
Few knew that Boston College
had such a song as "Maroon Is
For The Sunrise" and yet those
who have heard that tune testify
that it is very appealing and would
be very popular if taught to the
student body.
"Hail Alma Mater" was not included in this popularity contest
for, to use the words of one stu'Hail Alma Mater' seems
dent,
to me to be a hymn rather than a
song and while it might not be
first in popularity, nevertheless it
is surely first in the hearts of B. C.
men."
Other College Songs
As regards the songs of other
colleges and universities the "Victory Song" of Notre Dame seems
the most popular here at Boston
College. Others frequently mentioned as favorites include "I'm a
Rambling Wreck From Georgia
Tech," "On Wisconsin," "Chu Chu
Rah Rah" of Holy Cross, and the
Navy's "Anchors Aweigh.'
The alma mater song of Cornell
is second only t ouor own "Hail
Alma Mater."
B. C. Composers
Among the composers of the sevveral B. C. tunes are T. J. Hurley,
Ted
Charles Dorr', James
Mario, present director of the musical clubs, and T. Francis Burke,
head of the music department of
the Boston public schools. All are
graduates of Boston College.
"For Boston" was written by T.
J. Hurley of the class of 1885, who
"

Mass
For Fr. Gilleran
Anniversary

An anniversary mass of requiem
for the Rev. Leo J. Gilleran, late
professor at Boston College, will
be celebrated by Rev. Joseph R. N.
Maxwell, S.J., dean of the college,
next Monday morning, November
29, at 8:30 a. m.
Father Gilleran was suddenly
stricken and passed away last
Fall after serving as a beloved
member of the faculty for several
years. He was active in charity
work and annually conducted retreats for the blind at the Perkins
Institute, and was faculty director
of the Boston College Musical
Clubs at the time of his death.
As many of the students as possibly can are asked to attend the
Mass and to receive Holy Communion for Father Gilleran.

Business Is Brisk
In Confessional
When he was helping to put
up a certain Sophomore
whose name we shan't mention
but who is not bad in a track
suit said that the confessional
in the Student Counsellor's Office wouldn't work. But even
Sophomore's can be wrong. And
was this one way off! The records show that the hundred
mark for confessions there has
been passed. What a hundred
have done you can do too. Remember the confessional can be
used at any time during the
day. Just step in, ring the buzzer and get immediate service
no matter who or how many
are in the inner office. In answer to a question that was
asked about it?yes, it is soundproof unless a man wants to go
3uchmanite and shout his sins
to the world.
it

\u25a0also composed "Hail Alma Mater."
Since its introduction many years
ago it has become the song- most
L-epresentative of Boston College
and one of the most popular of
Eastern college tunes.
In accordance with the fame of
the great B. C. football teams of
years to come, the tune "For Boston" will no doubt become known
throughout the entire country. A
direct result of this will be its
national popularity.

Billy Fraser

Is Happy
Custodian of Rotunda
Pleased That Fenway
Park is Battle Scene
One loyal B. C. rooter who is indeed happy that the Holy Cross
game will be played at Fenway
Park is our own Mr. Billy Fraser.
For the only Boston archaeological expedition, not under the direction of Dr. von Wallde-Waldegg,
returned yesterday from the westernmost extremity of the rotunda with news of the amazing
discovery that the beloved janitor
of the Tower building has never
seen a B. C. football team play on
Alumni Field.
"Kids!," said Mr. Fraser. "Kids!
That's the reason. They're so pesky
that they might all be members of
that horrible Jones family."
From his next words it would
eem that the youngsters, attracted
to the college by the football
games, are so numerous and noisy
in the lower corridors of the Tower
building that Mr. Fraser and his
big black stick are necessary protection in order that the Gothic
magnificense of the cafeteria and
rotunda may remain undamaged.
So every Saturday that the
games are played here at Alumni
Field, Billy, although but a few
yards from the scene of the contest, must be content with occasional snatches of the progress of
the game from the radio in the
cafeteria. "But I'll be there to see
B. C. beat Holy Cross, Saturday,"
he added.
Questioned as to how he felt
about this seeming injustice he replied, "Why naturally I don't like
it. I'd gladly change places with
anyone on the field, except one!
just to see the team play in its own
back yard.
He refused to name the "one"
of his exception, but added that he
would be the best possible employee B. C. could use for scaring
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First Dialog Mass to
Be Said at College
On Dec. 3, the first Friday,
at the usual time, 8:30 A. M.,
fiie first Dialog Mass ever to be
held at the college will be said
in the chapel in the Library.
The Missa Recitata has the
hearty approval of His Holiness
and His Eminence. It takes the
merely spectator element out of
the Mass and gives those attending it the active participation in the Holy Sacrifice that
they ought to have. The whole
congregation repeats the responses that the altar boy usually says alone. They aiso repeat other parts of the Mass
with the celebrant. Booklets for
the purpose will be distributed
at the Mass. It is "hoped that as
many students as possible will
be present at this ceremony
which introduces a new era in
Eucharistic devotion at Boston
College.

Announce Contest
In Traffic Safety
The C. I. T. Safety Foundation,
a subsidiary of the Commercial Investment Trust, Incorporated, has
announced its annual national traffic safety contest for college students, with prizes amounting to
$850. An award of $500 will be
given to the writer of the best
original thesis completely covering
one complete phase of the traffic
safety problem, and phrased simply

enough to permit possible publication.
Thesis must be not more than
5,000 words in length and must be
submitted to the C. I. T. Safety
Foundation, 1 Park Avenue, New
York City, before December 31.
1937.
Minor awards include a second
prize of $250; third, $100, and two
honorable mentions of $50 each.
The purpose of the contest is to
popularize public safe-driving habits, and especially to emphasize
safe-driving by college students.

Fultonians Will
Meet Fordham
Next Week
When the Fordham Varsity Debating Society comes to Boston
one week from Friday, a most vital
problem of labor and capital will
be discussed and argued by that
team and the Fulton. John F. X.
Gaquin, '39, and Anthony J. Williamson, '38, will represent the
Fulton Society in this debate, and
will defend the negative side of
the question, "Resolved, That the
National Labor Relations Board
should be empowered to enforce
arbitration of all industrial disputes." The debate will be held on
Friday, Dec. 3, in the Library
Auditorium.
John F. X. Gaquin, who was
president of the Marquette Debating Society last year, has been
prominent in debating during his
two years at the college. He won
the Gargan medal last year. He
is also on a Sodality speaking
team, associate editor of the
HEIGHTS, and has a leading role
in the Greek play scheduled for
next May. He has been an honor
student during his two years here,
having entered on a Forrester's
scholarship.
Anthony J. Williamson, '38, who
has been a member of the Marquette and Fulton Societies since
he came to the college, has only
recently found time to engage actively in debating. He comes from
South Boston, and in his high
school years he did much debating.
He is a prominent member of the
Senior class, and has rated high
in studies for the past few years.
He has debated many times in the
Fulton, and he has shown much
ability. He is also a member of
the Sodality, and he is active in
other extra curricula activities.
This meeting between Fordham
and Boston College will be a continuation of a rivalry that has existed between the two Jesuit colleges for years.
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little children.
Some of the bright boys in an
Organic Chemistry class at Northeastern have been taking their
candid cameras to class and snapping the equations on the board
for use in protesting future examination grades. A contagious idea.
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Overcoats
$4©
When you wrap yourself in a Vellama
overcoat you can forget about icy winds and
chilling sleet. Hair from the Mongolian

camel and the Andean Alpaca, designed by
nature to stand the most bitter weather extremes, is blended by an exclusive Morse
formula with silky angora and sturdy wool
to make a fabric of softly protective warmth
without weight. Hand tailored for lasting
smartness in double breasted raglans and
belted back models. Fully lined. Five colors,
including 'camel."
For Your Convenience Use Our Ten Week
or Three Month Charge Plans
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Ryan Climbs All Over Tower and Learns
Just What Makes the Great Clock Tick
By John F. Ryan, '40
it. He

You can't get away with
has two faces. He'll see you every
time. We are speaking of the clock
on the Tower Duilding. He is always looking clown on the Boston
College students and they in turn
are forever looking up at his face.
They are familiar with the outside
appearance of the tower and with
the building under the tower. The
yearbook Sub Turri and the popular Under the Tower dances (don't
forget the next one coming on
December 10) are well known to
every man. The HEIGHTS, therefore, believes it is time the inside
story of the tower was revealed.
Reporter Climbs Tower
With this purpose your reporter
climbed in turrem to see what
makes the clock tick?and it does
tick; it can be heard from the
street on a still winter's night.
As no students are permitted to
ascend into this palace of pigeons,
it was necessary for us to get permission and a guide. At last,
armed with these requirements we
mounted the entrance opposite the
Fulton Debating room and picked
our way up forty steps of a tiny,
dark spiral stairway to the first
platform which is just behind the
face of the clock. The mechanism
which turns the hands and rings
the chimes is located here. It consists of a machine no bigger than
a good sized desk. Three shafts
extend on the side for winding;
one of these when wound reels in
a wire cable to which is attached
a weight of about four hundred
pounds which drops gradually every time the gong taps out the
hour. The second reel hauls up a
weight twice as heavy as the first.
Each quarter hour when the chimes
ring, this weigh slowly falls. Both
of these are cranked up once a
week and, we might add, it is by
your reporter's energy that the
chimes are ringing this week. Electricity runs the clock itself; nevertheless, should the current fail,
there is a third shaft by which
the clock itself can be wound, if
necessary. The entire system is
similar to the cuckoo clocks with
which many of us are familiar.
These are operated merely by
hauling weights up to a position
from which they will gradually
drop as the clock unwinds.
Five wires connect the machine
and the heavy clappers which
strike the bells. So perfectly are
these balanced that a person on
the floor below could ring the huge
bell up above by a single tug on
one of these wires. Rust has
caused these wires to part at intervals. When this happens one
bell will not ring until the severed
wire has been twisted together
again.
Clock Checked By Radio
The giant hands of the clock are
turned by two bars, no thicker
around than your wrist, which extend from the top of the machine
through the wall, to the center of
each clock. The daylight saving
time changes are made merely by
stopping the clock This is accomplished by securing the pendulum
so that it may no longer swing.
Only the top of this instrument is
visible, the rest being suspended
out of sight below the platform.
As a timekeeper the clock has
been quite accurate. It is constantly checked by radio time and
seldom varies more than twenty
seconds every six months. Its
speed can be increased or slackened by changing a peg from one
peg to the next on the master
clock in the Dean's office.
From this platform up twenty
steps more on the little iron stairway and we reached the belfry,
probably the most interesting part
of the tower. To start with the
lesser detail, there are some lights
in the openings on the walls. 'Tis
said these were placed here to
warn the Eagles of the approach
of the Holy Cross team?one if by
Commonwealth Avenue, two if by
the reservoir. However, because
the games are no being played at
Fenway Park, these lights are
obsolete and are used only as
Christmas decorations.
Bells Inscribed
The main attraction of this level,
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Central Mass. Unit
Runs First Meeting
In Framingham
A preliminary organization meetfieri ing of the new Central Massachu-

mounted on a scaffolding in the
Fideles Dorcastrenses me
center of the tower, is of course,
fecerunt.
the four bells of different sizes
I am Aloysius Gonzaga.
I have forsaken earthly power
upon which our eyes immediately
saw inscribed some Latin inscripthat I might possess the kingtions. In order to bring to you
dom of heaven. O young men,
readers the true Latin version of
seek first the kingdom of God
the message we played Tarzan and
and His justice and all else
will be added unto you.
swung into the wooden supports
The faithful of Dorchester had
equipped with pencil and paper.
me made.
Rust, time, and pigeons have combined to make these words pracAnd finally on the last bell factically illegible; however, after a ing the reservoir we read:
Ego sum loannes Berchmanus.
little polishing (our own private
N. Y. A. project), we are able to
Qui divinam in studiis sapientiam
print the story of the bells as they
quaesivi
themselves tell it.
Dilectissimi condiscipuli.
The bell facing Commonwealth
Heic fioreant
Avenue is the largest and rings
Fides sincera integritas robusta
out the hour as well as its own
virtutes civicae
particular note of the chimes.
Artes liberales scientiae naturThese words are found upon it:
ales eloquentia summa
Ego sum Ignatius de Loyola.
Vitaeque innocentia singularis.
Fideles ad maiorem Dei gloriam
Amici collegi Bostoniensis praesidis me dono dederunt.
quaerendam
Omnes per annos excito.
And the English:
I am John Berchmans. I sought
Foedus sacratissimis cordis Jesu
me fieri fecit.
the wisdom of God in studies.
My beloved fellow students,
For the benefit of the B. S.
course men we print the English
may there flourish here true
faith,
translation:
unwavering honesty,
I am Ignatius of Loyola.
civic loyalty, liberal arts, science, singular eloquence, and
Through all the years I urge the
faithful to seek the greater
an outstanding purity of life.
The friends of the president of
glory of God. The League of
the Sacred Heart had me
Boston College have presented
made.
me.
Climbs From Bell to Bell
Song of the Chimes
About this time we began to
The work was completed with
envy the others of the HEIGHTS no time to spare for no sooner had
staff who need only sit in some we gained the firmness of the floor
warm press box, lounge in a com- when 12:15 pealed out. The sound
l"jrtable office, or attend some inof the bells seems more tuneful in
teresting meeting to obtain their the tower than it does on the
stories. Hanging from a beam street or to neighbors trying to
hundreds of feet above the warm snatch some sleep. "All night I
classrooms, we began to wish we lay in agony from weary chime to
had worn our overcoat. There was chime." Complaints were being rea chilly breeze sweeping in off the ceived left and right until the true
reservoir. However, we had three significance of the bells was exmore bells to go so we carefully plained. At one-quarter past the
picked our way, hand over hand, hour the chime means: "How time
across to the bell facing Beacon does fly!" (this of course is the
Street. A little squinting and wip- thought during all examinations).
However, the verse continues adding revealed the following:
Ego sum Fransicus Xaverius.
ing, "All men shall die" at the half
Resonet vox meat in auribus
and then "Think of the end" at a
Et fidelium et infidelium
quarter to the hour until the enRes vero divinas esse Armas ac tire message ending with "God be
stabiles et omni ope quaeren- your friend is transmitted on the
das.
hour. Now the neighbors are no
Foedus sacratissimi cordis Jesu longer troubled but fall back into
me dono donavit.
a comfortable sleep while the clock
I am Francis Xavier.
chimes on throughout the night.
My voice sounds in the ears of
Wishing to leave nothing unexthe faithful and the pagans plored in this excursion we asthat human affairs are transi- cended sixty stairs to an opening
tory and perishable, those of in the very top of the tower. This
God stable and lasting and was a veritable swimming pool as
should be sought by every a result of a recent rainfall. Not
having brought our bathing suit,
means in our power.
The League of the Sacred Heart we could not spend much time;
gave me as a gift.
nevertheless, let it be sufficient to
Chimes Startle Reporter
say that from this point one realNow we began to feel hungry, izes how close the towers on the
but, undaunted in our task we con- Heights come to reaching the
tinued on to the bell facing Col- heavens so blue as the song puts
lege Road. In the next few sec- it.
onds we realized our stomach was
justified in signaling hunger?it
Dorchester B. C. Club
was twelve o'clock. This fact was
communicated to us all too unmisPlans Big Smoker
takably. Teetering on a beam between the four bells and writing
The Boston College Club of
with our paper rested on one of
Dorchester will hold its annual
them we nearly broke the broad
"After the Cross Game" Smokjump record when chimes rang
er Wednesday, Dec. 1, at the
out twelve noon. In those few seconds from the start of the chimes Hotel Kenmore, Boston.
until the huge gong had pounded
Among the invited guests are
out the last stroke of twelve we
such popular sport figures as
lived an eternity. For many students below it meant the dismissal Eddie Casey, Pat Hanley, coach
of. B. U., Dick Harlow, Jimmy
from class; we thought it was the
Art Boss, Gil Dobie and
Dunn,
dismissal from this earth for us.
assistants,.
his
Geo.. Owen,
Iti that short while thoughts of
hockey
coach, John
M.
I.
T.
those things we would miss flashed
and
"Snooks" Kelly,
Coach
through our mind?the ThanksgivFrank
McCrehan
of
Boston Coling turkey tomorrow and on Satlege.
urday the long awaited Holy Cross
game, the tickets for which were
almost pushed out of our inside
See
pocket as our heart leaped into
our throat. It was all over as sudBILL THE TAILOR
denly as it had begun. We will
For
probably shudder at our own wedUp-to-date
ding bells, otherwise we suffered
no ill effects but sped our copying
FULL DRESS SUITS
lest we be caught again at 12:15.
TUXEDOS
CUTAWAYS
Ego sum Aloysius Gonzaga.
CHESTEKFD3LD
COATS
Qui me terreno principatu abTOP
HATS
dicavi
and
ut regno coelesti potirer. O
ALL ACCESSORIES
iuvenes,
quaerite primum regnum Dei
For Hire
Et iustitam eius
2319 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
Et caetera omnia
Eliot 0600
Open Evenings
adiicientur vobis.
-

setts Boston College Club was held
last Thursday night in K. of C.
Hall, Framingham. Judge James
E. Luby, '08, of Framingham presided as temporary chairman and
Walter Sullivan, '34, of Framingham, was named temporary secre-

tary.
Rev. Francis V. Sullivan, Faculty Manager of Athletics, addressed the meeting, discussing the
aims and benefits of the various
Alumni units. John J. Gill, Executive Secretary of the B. C. Alumni Association, spoke of the organization's plans and presented sample constitutions for the individual
clubs.
Representatives from the following towns were selected to contact prospective members: Framingham, Ashland, Milford, Marlboro, Southboro, Medway, Holliston, Natick and Hudson. The Central Massachusetts club is expected to number over 200 members. The next meeting will be held
in K. of C. Hall, Framingham,
Dec. 2 at which time election of
officers will take place. Moving
pictures of the Boston CollegeTemple game will be shown after
the business meeting.

German Club
Forms Plans
The newly organized German
Academy for students interested
in scientific German is an important addition to the extra-curricular activities of the college.
Formed under the direction of Dr.
Erich N. Labouvie by a group of
Sophomore Pre-Medical students,
it fills a need for knowledge of
scientific German which is unobtainable in class.
The members have chosen, as
the first book for reading and
group discussion, "Readings in
Medical German," by Oscar Burkhard, Professor of German at the
University of Minnesota.
Anyone who nas studied German
for a year is eligible for admission,
for the text has been chosen as
one which will present few difficulties to Intermediate students.
Pre-Medical students, especially,
will benefit from being members,
since they will gain knowledge
they ought to have. The peculiarities of scientific German, as opposed to literary German, will be
explained as they are met in Burkhard's text, which deals with Biology, Anatomy, Surgery, etc.
The Academy meets every other
week on Friday at 2:20 in Room
T315.

20th Anniversary
Reunion Planned

Sophs Will Hold

Christmas Social
Sophomore President Richard
Powers has announced that the
second Christmas Social of .the
Class of 1940 will be held Friday,
December 10, in the Senior Ashas appointed Leo Riley chairman
sembly Hall, Tower Building. He
of the dance committee. Other
committeemen are as follows:
Charles Toohey, Gerald Russell,
George Sawtell, William Gilligan,
Hector Gai, William Powers, Everett Noonan, Leo Logue, Charles
Green and Richard Harrison.

The class of 1918 of Boston
College High School has planned
a 20th anniversary reunion and
banquet to be held later in the
year and since there are no
permanent records of the class,
the HEIGHTS has been requested to ask students who are
acquainted with members of
the class to forward their
names and addresses to Dr. Nathaniel J. Hasenfus, Boston
College, '22, of 83 Tennyson
Street, West Roxbury, who is in
charge of the arrangements.

Howard lux and lails
because they tell their own tales of
genuine smartness in correct evening
attire. Whether it is a single breasted
or double breasted Tuxedo or a
formal Full Dress you prefer
you
can rely on the Howard garment you
buy to conform to all convention and
good taste. Luxuriously trimmed with
lustrous satin or rich, dull grosgrain.
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Thanksgiving
set aside one day each year as the day on which thanks
He bestows
are rendered to God for the bounties which
and yet,
practice,
itself
a
wholesome
upon us mortals is in
present in our
to those of us who realize that God is ever
For every
practice.
selfish
lives it seems to us to be a rather
every day
thanksgiving,
day
of
day of our lives should be a
day on
should be set apart, at least in some small way, as a
an
many
upon
of
dependence
which the humility, and the
good
and
wows.
prayer
through
Almighty maker is evidenced
Thanksgiving day is an American holiday, set apart during the younger days of our nation in order to render special
homage to the God who made the founding of a new nation
possible. Today Thanksgiving is generally considered as a
day of turkey and nuts, dates and cranberry sauce. Today
one grand feast is considered as the only note of thanks that
typifies the homage that we render. And yet, although this
in itself seems to be just, nevertheless, to most of us here at
Boston College, such a rendering of homage should seem very
selfish It seems that the thanks that is rendered by this
process is rendered mostly to the homemaker, to the cook
and to the turkey. But it is well to remember that the feast
really does represent the fact that a just and merciful God
has given us more than is needed for sustenance, more than
is necessary for human wants, and in most cases, more than
that with which any other nation has been blessed.
We should remember these important facts when school
closes today. This vacation is a period of thanksgiving, a
period in which we should be joyful as well as grateful.
Remember, when you're eating that turkey that although
times are hard, although our country has been hard his
economically, nevertheless, the mercy of the All Holy One
still makes it possible to live happily and gives us today,
through science and advanced knowledge, the ability to live
in comforts that were classed as idle dreams before the
march of time made them realities.

TO

The Game's The Thing
in and year out the Saturday after Thanksgiving
VTEAR
*
finds the eyes of the sporting world directed toward the
scene of a friendly battle between two rival Jesuit colleges.
When Boston College and Holy Cross grace the same field
there is sure to be a battle, and, no matter what the previous
records of both teams are, the outcome is doubtful until the
last whistle has been sounded. Years of rivalry, and each
yearly battle has proven that.
Long years ago the rivalry started. Today we find both
teams rated very highly among college football clubs, and
we find that this annual game attracts more attention each
year. It is definitely an inspiring thing to realize that two
teams, both featuring the products of Catholic education,
both featuring a squad of men who have been taught to fight
hard and play cleanly, can meet in a game that represents
the greatest rivalry of the season, and play a game that signifies a training in justice and fair play.
To gain a victory in this game of games seems to be the
main objective of both colleges. And yet, when we look on
the rivalry objectively, and consider it in itself, we find that
victory means much less than the fact that a more friendly
relationship between the two colleges is established by a contest that sets both upon the stage, not so much as individuals,
or individual football teams, but rather as representatives of
two Jesuit colleges.
Every player that participates in this game is receiving
the same scholastic training; every player is receiving the
same type of education. But most of all, both teams have
imbibed the same spirit of fair play and friendship.
The traditional game is played year after year and the
number of wins, ties and defeats is tabulated religiously; and
there is a lot of excitement and pleasure derived from the
game. But the reason why these games have been arranged
is little pondered in the high emotions aroused by power
plays, passes, and fancy stepping. There is something more
than winning or losing in the game of football. But do not
mistake us, this philosophizing will not prevent us from
earnestly praying for victory Saturday.

Tomorrow is Thanksgiving, a
national holiday set aside to commemorate the 162nd anniversary
of the signing of the Declaration
of Independence?that great document which ended the Civil War
and freed the slaves?and still
there are a number of people at
Boston College who have the
nerve to sit back and ask what
there is to be thankful for. Most
of them are alumni and undergraduates who take their football
seriously with lots of mustard and
picalilli and they see no reason
for buying cigars and rejoicing.
"To whom should we be thankful and for what?" they chant like
a Greek chorus, laying a sarcastic
stress on the dactyl. "lo Gary
Famiglietti for the first B. U. win
in 40 years ? To Temple, Detroit
and North Carolina State for their
good fellowship and understanding? Bush-Wah. Red Sails in the
Sunset. Nuts."
Several of these conscientious
objectors are so disturbed about
the conflict between Thanksgiving
and the Boston College football
season this year that they want to
have Thanksgiving moved. Ringleader of the campaign is an exman from the Class of 1933 named
Rafferty. No one knows his first
name or much about him, except
that he is seen around Upham's
Corner Saturday nights wearing a
checkered suit.
"If Thanksgiving came after the
Holy Cross game we might know
where we stood," Rafferty wrote to
his Congressman recently. He was
having trouble with his tenses but
it didn't make a great deal of difference anyway. The Congressman
would not open the letter because
he thought it contained a bomb.
"Take a letter," he muttered
quickly, tossing it to his secretary
and running downtown to catch a
movie. The secretary wore a checkered suit with a bi-swing jacket.
"I supposed if Thanksgiving
should be pushed back it might interfere with Christmas, but I have
another alternative which should
prove attractive," Rafferty continued, still having trouble with
his tenses. He then outlined a plan
which we will not attempt to put
into d'irect quotes. The future indicative took such a beating in
one of the subordinate clauses that
it is bringing suit against Rafferty
for personal injury and loss of social standing.
Rafferty proposed to have
Thanksgiving celebrated on Labor
Day, in twelve closely written
pages. "There is plenty to be
thankful for in September," he concluded. "The football team always
looks like the best since 1929 and
nobody is injured. None of the students have flunked any quarterly
exams yet, corn on the cob is still
in season and the sun is in the
sky."
There is a certain amount of
good solid stuff in what Rafferty
says, especially about the corn on
the cob, but this department can
see a lot to be grateful for, even
in the bleak period of November.
First of all Holy Cross is coming
to Fenway Park with another
undefeated record Saturday, a
healthy omen. The record they
brought into Fenway Park a year
ago was so beautiful tnat a lot of
people wanted to stuff it and send
it to the Smithsonian Institute.
It will also be a nice day for
the game with a dry field if it
doesn't rain or snow. If this doesn't
fill the hearts of the undergraduates with gratitude we don't know
what will, because it rained every
Saturday this year except the
week that the baseball team played
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ocratic convention of 1931.
California offered to vote for any

Democratic candidate Dartmouth
choosed to name in 1940, but then
Dartmouth remembered that it
couldn't accept the Rose Bowl invitation in any case because the
players would not get back from
the coast in time for the winter
carnival at Hanover. Fordham and
Pittsburgh are still out for two
reasons?Jimmy Crowley's line and
Marshall Goldberg. This leaves
Alabama, but Alabama is feeling
rather sore about the whole thing
because it is playing second fiddle
to Dartmouth, a team that was
tied by Cornell and Yale.
And so your correspondent believes that Boston College has
plenty to be thankful for tomorrow at dinner time. We would
rather lose to Detroit, North Carolina State, Boston University and
even Holy Cross any day, than get
mixed up in a mess like that.

Society...

Stepping into the smartness of
the Statler's Imperial Ballroom
once again, the class of '38 presents Allen Curtis and his 10-piece
band for their annual after Cross
Game Dance. According to Chairman Frank To'omey, Curtis uses a
real sweet-swing set-up of four
saxes, three trumpets and three
in the rhythm section plus a swell
girl vocalist. . . . Fresh from a
series of successes at Cornell,
Dartmouth and Harvard, this band
will really make you stop dancing
and want to listen. . . . Sponsored
for the benefit of the '38 yearbook
the gate receipts should relieve the
minds of Charlie Donelan, John
Galway, Jack Gately and the rest
of the Brain Trusters in the Sub
Turri office.
From a remote corner of the
dog-house comes the story of the
after B. U. party in the Brunswick. The spirit of the entire evening was reflected on the griefstricken face of Jack Myers. .
.
Looking more like a saddened St.
Bernard than the complacent contented cow, the morbid Mattapan
meteorite tried vainly to forget
his sorrows and dance. But to n;i
. With the heaviness of
avail. .
his heart weighing down to the
soles of his shoes, his golden calves
refused to swing. . . . Brushing
cinder dust from behind his specs
and tear drops off his doublebreasted best, "Happy" moved
from one subdued group to another seeking solace for his woes.
. . . Finding that even his stooge
had quit him in his hour of need,
the saddened one, in deepest despair, cut the "s" from his last
name, went across the street and
made application for the College
of Business Administration at Boston University. Let this story
carry its fullest meaning to every
nember of Boston College. A friend
in the hand is worth two on the
cuff.
To get away from the nonesense.
. . . Put a big red circle around
Dec. 7 on your calendar. This
marks the first supper dance of
the year, sponsored by the Sodality for the benefit of Jesuit Mis. With Boston's favorite,
sions.
Johnny Long, providing the music
in the Sheraton Room of the
Copley Plaza, this affair will go
down on record as the smartest in
Boston College history. . . . Dick
Canavan announces that all reservations must be made in advance.
The best tables to the first applicants.
For those seeking diversion tonight?the Crane Club gets together for dancing at the Arlmont
Country Club in Arlington?sl.so
Williams.
per couple. . .
The Lowell B. C.
We ought to be thankful that Club does likewise for the same
the football team didn't go unde- price at the Mount Pleasant
Country Club. Both informal. . . .
feated this fall, anyway. Undefeated seasons don't mean any- Junior Philomathian at the Chalet
thing nowadays unless you go to ?Dress preferred. On Friday night
the Rose Bowl and Boston College the Alumni supper dance in the
would not get invited because Cal- Statler.
ifornia would be afraid of them.
Fordham and Pittsburgh have the
"I hope you're not afraid of
best football teams in the East microbes," apologized the payteller
but California won't invite anybody as he cashed the young instructor's
but Dartmouth and Dartmouth check with soiled currency.
won't go because the California
"Don't worry," replied the man,
delegates swung over to Roosevelt "a microbe couldn't live on my
and defeated Al Smith at the Demsalary."
.

.

.

.

By Robert D. Callahan '38

Forgetting all about last Saturday and last Saturday night

and even last Sunday night, we
turn to the business of preparing for the most exciting weekend on the academic calendar
Thanksgiving and the Cross
game.
A win over the Crusaders?
It is possible but it
won't be an easy job. . . . The
fact that most of the experts
interviewed by the HEIGHTS
this week are picking
the
Worcester boys, is an advantage
most of them picked Joe
. .
Louis over Maxie Schmeling and
haven't got over the shock yet.
?T?
576,463 turkeys will be led to
the guillotine tonight and tomorrow morning and Joe and Nemo's
will be well nigh deserted around
noontime Thursday.
If
our
corner butcher is correct, there is
an increasing preference for chicken over turkey for Thanksgiving,
but don't let him change your
mind. . . . Personally we are partial to a juicy steak, cooked medium, and it is for sentimental
reasons alone that we will eat every morsel of turkey that escapes
the rest of the family tomorrow.
?T?
Menu for Saturday: Breakfast
?cold turkey au matin; Lunch
?cold turkey apres-midi; Dinner?cold turkey a la beans.
Menu for Sunday: No turkey
today, sister has to have something for lunch Monday besides
an apple.
?T?
After sleeping all day there positively is no reason why you can't
be on hand Friday night for the
torchlight parade and rally.
We guarantee you will be home in
time to grab your stocking hat
and ticket and be out at Fenway
Park for the battle of the year.
Mr. Gately has arranged for
a victory celebration at the Stater's Imperial Room Saturday night
and Mr. Gately doesn't make mistakes.
It will be a Victory
celebration because Messrs. DiNatale, Guinea and their chums
are in no jocose mood and are going to be bad hbsts for Willie
Osmanski and Ronnie Cahill, whom
the Worcesterites are calling AllAmericas.
T
John "Muggsy" Kelly and Oliver
Laßonder,
a couple of baseballplaying seniors, drew nation-wide
recognition in the current issue of
the "New Yorker" all because the
Cambridge Chronicle and Sun's
society editor slipped up. . .
The
item, which was reprinted in the
New Yorker read: "John Kelly of
Walden Street and Oliver LaRonde of Fenno Street have finished their studies at Boston College. Both boys are entering their
senior year at Boston College."
Note to Gene Mack: A slip of the
tongue is no mistake of the mind,
but it certainly looked bad, didn't
it? . . . Note to Nick Apalakis:
It was a great game, wasn't it?
?T?
Blonde Tom McDonald of
South Boston, knee-high to the
cafeteria's soda fountain, is the
tiniest freshman to enter Boston
College in a long, long while.
.
. The Freshmen, by the way,
turned out almost 100 per cent
for their dinner last week and
their enthusiasm is gratifying.
Joe "Sonja" Hartigan, captain of the Eagle ice forces, is
counting the days until that
opening face-off. . . . Frank
Sullivan's absence from the
cheering squad Saturday was an
enforced one due to the fact that
he had to protect his vocal
cords for the English debate
Tuesday night. . . We must be
off to Stoneham now to stuff the
turkey and test the cider.
?
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By Tom Gately '38
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Trans-Atlantic
Debaters Are
Very Clever

5

JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

THE STORE

Boys from Britain
Famous for Witty
And Subtle Remarks
When
the English
debaters
come to town, it's a big event.
Something like a world series, a
circus, or a national convention.
It only happens once in a while;
and when it does everybody goes.
In other words, an international
When Tom Harty, the Broadway entertainer graduated from, debate with the representatives of
Boston College in 1931, the Maroon and Gold football fans were left English Universities is front page
without a first-class showman to cheer them up between the halves.
In the fall of 1936, however, along came Herb Chemack (left), Louis news in the debating world.
It has not been easy in the past
DePass (center) and Everett Noonan (right), nimble of foot and with
a true vaudeville flair. This trio has provided a real show during the to defeat these men from across
past two years and are as much a fixture in the B. C. football picture the ocean. The reason is not hard
now as Gil Dobie's faded gray fedora.
to find. They are experienced
speakers who bring to this country
an interesting and humorous style
of speaking acquired as a result
of years of work and study, not in
one, but in several European Colleges. They begin their study of
the classics while they are yet
mere boys in grammar school; and
for the most part, they have completed them by the time the American youth begins. They then turn
their attention to a general college course in some branch of Oxford or Cambridge University,
after which they spend from four
to six years specializing in some
particular field of study at another
college like Heidelberg or Balliol.
They will generaly be found very
active in British legal and political
circles.
By the time they are twenty-two
or twenty-three, therefore, they
The Maroon and Gold cheer leaders led by Francis E. T. Sullivan, have a wealth of experience,
'38, are undefeated to date and figure to outpoint the Holy Cross knowledge, personality, and speakmegaphone wielders Saturday at Fenway Park. They are left to ing ability. They are invariably at
right?James Law, Bill Joy, George Maibach, Frank Sullivan, Larry ease on a public platform, or anyMullin, Ed Timmons and Ralph Ryan.
where for that matter. They are
seldom at a loss for words. In fact,
the only time one of them was
ever known to have stuttered a
few words was last year at the
time of ex-king Edward's abdication; and even then he managed
to extricate himself from the embarrassment in very impressive
By James Corrigan '39
?cars, or ten per cent of the total,
fashion by explaining that the
still disabled after Monday mornThat indefinite mass of Sunday
trouble of the abdication had so
ing overloadings. There were 215
morning
quarterbacks, vaguely bent axles, the tracks between confused him that he was at a
loss to know which king's English
termed the football world, may Scollay Square and Park Street
to speak.
have been stunned when upstart were pushed through the ties, and
Boston University gave the Rose one car found it impossible to enter the narrow space between
Bowl dreams of the Eagles a final Boylston and Arlington Streets
grind into the mud of Fenway until 726 passengers got out and
Park last Saturday, but the sum waked up to Boylston Street. To
night-before-theThe annual
total of their emotions were but a quote Mr. Hammerschlag further,
drop in the bucket compared to "Them B. U.'s have got to take Holy Cross game supper dance
their own car and stop interruptthe sorrow that brimmed in the ing the B. C. boys' study. If some sponsored by the Alumni Association of Boston College, will be held
hearts of those students of the col- action isn't taken by the authoriin the Hotel
lege who slouched through subway ties, I, for one, will move to have on Friday, Nov. 26,
Statler's
Imperial
their
car
checks
confiscated."
Room.
Ray
turnstiles Monday morning. Gone
The
Boston
Stewartson
known
College
men whose
and his widely
was the jauntiness that had been
fortune it was to enter cars in this orchestra will play from 9-2 for
the distinguishing mark of the subway assert they were conBoston College man in the early founded by the attitude of the the dancers.
According to recent reports of
morning. Fallen were the lords of passengers bound for Copley
the
various committee chairmen
the subway.
Square, who made no effort to
who
are working on the affair, this
Boston University had beaten hush their tones as the College
alumni
social event will be the
University
men entered. One
senior
Boston College.
Catholic
social function of
largest
(obituary later) refused to surand at presyears
The whole metropolitan system
recent
in
Boston
render his morning paper when
of the Boston Elevated rocked told to study. Not a single B. U. ent, everything indicates that it
will probably surpass many past
with the Monday aftermath of the student offered them his seat, and
undergraduate functions in proporgame. Particularly noticeable was two School of Education boys in- tion and attractiveness.
dicated by their attitude that they
the attitude of passengers between
Many musical comedy personhoped the Boston College students
and numerous stage and radio
ages
Lechmere and Copley Square. Anwould give up theirs. No remarks
stars
will add to the evening's endrew J. Hammerschlag, the concan be quoted, because their pertertainment.
Tom Harty of the
ductor with the Fred Allen accent, petrators refused to give their
class of '31, will entertain with
addresses,
but listenwent so far as to say, "I never names and
dancing and recitals,, and Lary
ers assert that many comments
seen anything like it."
of the class of '27 will
Thornton
were derogatory and several were
sing.
The milling throngs that filled apparently witticisms.
In spite of the increased exNorth Station, Haymarket, ScolCertain quarters were noticeably penses that a supper dance entails
lay, and Park Street, merely silent on the matter. Joseph Conthis year, the committee in charge
cheered as Reservoir-Beacon trains nolly of Melrose made it a point
of the dance has managed to keep
through
the stations. to bring his passengers in by auto
coasted
the price for admission down to
Laden with large amounts of emp- Monday, contrary to his usual
six
dollars per couple. In addition,
ty space though they were, these custom, so nothing was heard from
the committee is making every efcars made no attempts to stop. Melrose, Maiden
or Medford. fort to have the representatives
The passengers wouldn't board Along the Chelsea front, a strong- and
members of the various classes
them.
hold of Boston University man- and B. C. clubs sit together at
In marked contrast was the power, the lack of comment was the banquet. However, reservadamage inflicted on the Compositively deafening. Edward tions must be made early in order
monwealth cars, which the crowds Brown merely opened his mouth to make this plan effective.
took by storm. Beadles reported and then closed it again. At press
The newly organized Boston Col113 cuts directly responsible to time John Donovan hadn't even lege Alumnae Association and a
Haymarket alone, where charge opened his. A rumor, unbacked by number of other women are assistafter charge of Boston College authority, claimed Mr. Brown was ing the committee in the arrangemen failed even to dent the mass refused a seat at Maverick Sta- ments. Dr. Alice M. Kerrigan, the
of University students wedged tion, and that Donovan had to president of the Alumnae Associaagainst the car doors. Late bulle- pass the homes of eight B. U. stu- tion, is the head of this auxiliary
tins at 10:15 this morning listed 30 dents just to reach a street car.
committee.

|

FOR MEN

"Let's Have a Long Yea"

Loads of Subway Crestfallen
On Monday Morning Car Ride

Gala Alumni Dance
At Statler Friday

You've got to HAND it to us for having
New England's most complete array of

Jvlen's

Qloves

UNLINED GLOVES:
Goatskin:
Jordan's "Swagger" with heavy welt edge in pull-on
$2.65
style. Natural, pecan, and grey

Capeskin:
.$3.50
African Capes with spear backs. Pull-on or clasp
Imported English Capes, hand-sewn throughout with
$5.00
button and button-hole, chestnut brown shade
...

Mochas:
Genuine Blackhead Mochas in plain or black embroid$3.95
ered backs in clasp styles
Blackhead Mochas with spear or self-embroideredbacks
$5.00
(Stayed at points of strain)

Pigskin:
Genuine Peccary Pigskin in plain draw backs. Natural,
$3.95
pecan, cork, grey
Fine Pigskins in pecan or natural colors, with spear
backs and hand-felled cuffs. Pull-ons or clasp styles. . .$5.00

LINED GLOVES;
Capeskin:
$2.50
Fleece-lined black Cape driving gloves
$2.45
Wool-knit-lined London Tan Capes, clasp style
$2.95 and $3.95
Fur-lined Capes in London Tan
$3.95
Lamb-lined black Cape driving gloves
Cashmere-lined English Capes in pull-on or clasp . . .$5.00
.

Suedes:
Fur-lined Suede in clasp style
Coney-lined Suede in clasp style
Knit-lined grey Suedes in clasp styles

$2.95
$3.95
$2.95 and $3.95

Mochas:
$5.00
$5.00

Cashmere-lined Mochas in clasp style
Fur-lined Mocha, clasp style
Hand-sewn cashmere lined, clasp style Mochas

$7.50

Pigskin:
Knit-lined Pigskin in pecan. Clasp or pull-on styles . . .$5.00

Goatskin:

Knit wool-lined Goatskin in clasp or pull-on styles.
$3.50
London tan or grey

KNITS:
$1.50
White, yellow, brown, grey or navy string gloves
Lined wool string gloves, white, yellow, brown or blue .$2.50

STREET FLOOR

?

STORE FOR MEN

All table-cut in fine quality skins.

Sizes

I\'2 to

10' 2
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Eleven Seniors Play Their Last Game Saturday
DEPARTING VETERANS

Brilliant End
For College
Careers

STURDY SENIOR

By James M. Kean, '40

When the high-riding Crusader
from Mount St. James charges
onto the Fenway Park gridiron
next Saturday afternoon there will
be eleven Eagles more than intent
on unseating the haughty Purple
Knight. These same eleven Eagles
have been sharpening their talons
for the past week in an attempt
to retrieve some of their lost laurels in this their last game as undergraduates here at the Heights.
This group which will hang up
their uniforms for their last time
includes four starters and seven
reserves. It includes Captain Tony
DiNatale, Tom Guinea, John Janusas, Jim Kissel, Hugo Blandosi,
Ray Perrault, Tom Buckley, John
Murphy, Cappy Bryan, John Morris and Jim Cahill. This list includes eight linemen and three
backfield men.

Tom Guinea

Ray Perrault

Jim Cahill

DiNatale A Mainstay
Captain Tony DiNatale is in the
vanguard of the departing seniors.
Di has taken part in two previous
Cross encounters and has had an
important part in each of these
clashes. Though playing for a lost
cause two years ago, Di was very
imposing with his brilliant kicking
in the last half of the game. Then
last year it was the same
DiNatale who sent so many Eagle
rooters home happy by convening
the point after touchdown to defeat a previously undefeated Cross
eleven. In this same game it was
his talented toe which kept the
Purple at bay during the encounter for the past three seasons.
Tony has been one of the Maroon
and Gold's most consistent groundgainers but his brilliance in carrying the ball has been overshadowed
by his kicking ability. It was in
Sophomore that Tony first came
into prominence and in Junior
the quiet Belmont lad had the respect of every club to face the
Eagles. As a reward for his ability Di was elected captain of this
season's club and though the Eagle
has lost a few of his feathers this
past season it can point with
pride to its courageous leader who
stood out both in victory and defeat.
Guinea Playing His Finale
Another brilliant Eagle who will
pack away his togs after this clash
is Tom Guinea who will be winding up a spectacular gridiron campaign.
Tom, who hails from
Bridgewater, has been a consistent
performer for the cause of Boston.
In his freshman year, Tom scintillated for the Eaglets and on arriving at Sophomore he immediately took over the half-back post
from his more experienced rivals.
Due to an injury he was forced to
the sidelines at the latter part of
the season. Last season, however,
Tom returned to action again and
he still has the halfback post because of his fine play. This season,
unhampered by injuries, Tom has
returned to the form he showed as
a Freshman and is one of Gil
Dobie's main threats. At present
he is the high scorer of the Eagle
ranks.
Several Linemen to Depart
For Johnny Janusas, the sphinx
of this season's squad, Saturday's
clash will be his finale. In Janusas,
the Heightsmen have one of those

rarefies, a real 60-minute iron man
who apparently never tires. John

has been holding down the tackle

post ever since his advent at the
Heights four years ago. It is too
hara a task to single out any one

Walter Bryan

game in which the Lexington iron
man has stood out because he has
played topnotch football in every
game.
Jim Kissel, one of the best
guards ever to matriculate at Boston College, was a real power in
the Dobie line which is considered
one of the foremost in the East.
Jim, like Janusas, was one of the
more talented members of the

John Janusas
class of '38 who came into the
limelight in his Sophomore year
and has continued to stay out
there. In his three years of varsity
service Butch has seen action at
center, guard, and tackle. A real
handyman S: ever there was one.
He is a fellow townsman of Pete
Chesnulevitch, former B. C. luminary, coming from way up in the
hills of New Hampshire, Nashua,
to be more exact.
Hugo Blandori is another of the
Heights' mainstays who will bid
farewell to intercollegiate competition on Saturday. Hugo has not
appeared before the scrutinizing
eye of the public as often as some
of the other seniors because it has
been his misfortune to spell such
centers as Vin Keough, Ralph
Worth, and Leo- Logue. In his
Freshman year, the former Dean
Academy luminary was a real
power in Bill Boehmer's club despite his size and lack of weight.
Ray Perrault, Athol's gift to
Boston College, is the real hard
luck lad of the outgoing men of
Boston because, due to injuries, he
has been forced to retire from the
squad and hence will watch the
tussle from the bench in civilian
clothes. Ray came to the Heights
in Freshman as an outstanding
scholastic guard and he performed
creditably well. In Sophomore he
alternated between the guard and
tackle positions and last season
Gil Dobie transformed him into an
end where he became a standout.
This season the injury hoodoo
overtook Ray, and he was relegated to the second club. Midway
through the season, Ray came
back to action and in his first start
against Western Maryland he aggravated a knee injury which
shelved him and brought to an
abrupt end a spectacular gridiron
career.
End of Road
Tom Buckley, a lineman from
Maiden High, is another of the forgotten men of '38. When Tom first
appeared for service on Bill
Boehner's Freshman eleven, he
brought with him the reputation
of being one of the schoolboy stars.
Tom was one of the Freshman
mainstays but in Sophomore he
had the misfortune of seeking a
tackle position which was very
well fortified with boys who had
oroven their ability. During Junior and Senior, Tom still was in
the ranks of the reserves but
nevertheless he has held his rat-

Freshman days, has been a first
performer in the backfield
and has been a tower of strength
to the Maroon and Gold cause.
Coming from Quincy High with
the reputation of a great linesmasher, Cappy has more than
lived up to expectations and we
are sorry to see him go.
John Morris, an end we have
heard very little about because of
the stellar end squad, also will
end
his college football days
though not in a blaze of glory
which might easily have been his
if he had been endowed with the
size of a Woronicz or the heft of
a McFadden. John in the few
games in which he has played, has
shown his prowess as a great defensive end. He has never had a
chance to show his pass-snatching
ability which gained him more
fame than any schoolboy end in
the state when he was at B. C.

rate

High.

Jim Cahill is another of the
Dobie men who will be closing a
career that has been marked with
its ups and downs. In Freshman,
Jim gave promise of developing
into a top-flight wingman and in
Sophomore, he continued his classy
end play in the earlier stages of
the season but then the injury
jinx overtook the ever-smiling
Brookline High School alumnus
and he disappeared into the ranks
of the reserves. In Junior, Cahill
staged a comeback to gain his
former position and he appeared
in many of last season's games
but it was in the Cross game that
he really shone. This season he has
been used as a replacement for
Dan McFadden and has done
creditably well. Jim may be called
an opportunist because he has a
faculty of coming through at moments when the going is the toughest. He will be remembered as the
lad who scored the touchdown for
the Eagles in their unsuccessful
combat against these same Crusaders. In Saturday's game he
may again prove the man of the
hour. Who knows ?
This imposing list of Senior
gridsters is brought to a close
with the mention of John Murphy,
a reserve guard. To those fans who
are only acquainted with the Eagle
starting elevens, Johnny is unknown because he has yet to crash
his way to the front ranks. However, John's enforced stay in the
reserve ranks has not been due to
an inferior brand of football for
he was a headliner on his Freshing.
Walter "Gappy" Bryan will be man club. He has had the misfordrawing to a close one of the most tune of being included with some
colorful careers of any of the de- of Boston's best guards in recent
parting group. Cap, since his years.
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Crusader Stalwarts Ready For Eagles In Last Game
Purple Quarterback Poses

Backfield Stars In Civies

OUELLETTE

OSMANSKI AND RENZ

Looking ahead, probably he sees an angry flock of Eagles swooping down on him, is none other than Henry Ouellette, diminutive signal
caller for the Anderson brigade. Henry is remembered to all football
fans as one of the greatest ball carriers ever to come out of Lawrence.
Boston College fans recall Ouellette as the spearhead of the Holy
Cross yearling attack two years ago and then last season as the
brilliant field general who caused so many anxious moments for the
Boston College rooters both by his running and passing. This season,
"Scooter", as Henry is known, has been used in the role of a climax
runner and it was he who time and again drove the Cross forward
when they seemed to have lost their drive at a crucial point in many
of their games. Watch out for him, Boston!

Looking at you and seemingly appearing as two of Holy Cross'
varsity debaters instead of two of Eddie Anderson's main threats on
the Purple Club which invades Boston on Saturday are Bullet Bill
Osmanski and Hilary Renz. These two grid-giants will play the parts
of the villains in the drama which is to be unfolded next Saturday with
Tom Yawkey's ball yard as the stage. Renz, the lesser known of the
two, is the real powerhouse in the Holy Cross grid machine. He has
been used more frequently as a blocking back but is a very dangerous
ball carrier. On defense, Renz stands out like a tower. As for Osmanski there is little need of saying anything because his exploits
are known to every football fan in the East. He is an All-America
if ever there was one.

Veteran Sophomore Linemen

Coming Right At You Eagles

KENZ, OUELLETTE AND OSMANSKI

DELANEY AND TURNER
"Come on Eagle!
Let's see what you can do," say Sophomores
Jim Turner and Jack Delaney. These two have seen plenty of action
on the Crusader forward wall. Turner is a starting guard, while
Delaney fills in at tackle. This pair have contributed vitally to the
success of the Purple frontier that clears out for the three gentlemen
you see on the right.
?

Don't fear lads. These three gridiron bohemoths won't trample
you because it is only a picture. However, it is a task for our lads
to see that these three gentlemen do not get beyond the line of scrimmage because there will be disaster ahead. The three boys who are
charging at you are from left to rights?Hilary Kenz, Henry Ouellette
and Bill Osmanski, all first string backs from the Cross. In fact, it
is on these three backs that the burden of the Cross attack will be.
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LOOKING FORWARD

Eagle'sEye
By

JIM

Cross Team
Scoreless Tie Keeps Cross
Team Among Leading
Elevens of Nation

CASEY

ahead to next Saturday, the Dobie machine is
getting ready for the last stance. A year ago, the Eagles
went into the traditional battle on the short end of the betting odds but came through with some smashing line plays
in the second half to defeat the Purple Warriors of Doc Anderson. This season brings similar memories to mind with
Holy Cross still undefeated and Boston College having faltered again during the nine game schedule. Don't sell the
Maroon and Gold team short. There's one good game in our
Fenway
ranks and Saturday will see it hot out on the sod of
DiNatale
and
Tony
Captain
Park. It is the last game for
this
nothing
more
than
they
want
ten other seniors, and
victory over the Worcester lads.
It was a year ago that Gil Dobie satisfied the fondest
desires of all B. C. men when, after a disastrous opening
period, the team came back to win by one point and end the
Holy Cross two year dominance over the Heightsmen.

LOOKING

OSMANSKI SPEARHEAD OF THE OFFENSE
For the first time in varsity competition, Bill Osmanski
will face the B. C. gridsters after missing last year's sensational battle due to an injury. In freshman, it was Henry
Ouellette who was the big gun for the Riopel-coached eleven.
Bill was the blocking back who helped to open holes in the
Eaglet defense for the former Lawrence High All-Scholastic
back. But after watching the B. C. frontier stop the running
attack of all its rivals, we can see plenty of reason to stick
with our club in their battle to keep Bullet Bill from breaking
into the pay-off territory.
But this brings another question to the front, with Os-

manski pretty well bottled up, can the secondary knock down
the effective aerials of Ronnie Cahill? Except for a few
lapses during the North Carolina State game and once
against B. U., our defensive backs have stopped the overhead game of all our rivals. Cahill showed varsity calibre in
his first start against Georgetown and has continued to do
so against Colgate, Brown and Carnegie Tech. Remember
this boy can run with the ball also.
NO VICTORIES FOR FIRST DOWNS

Carnegie Tech
Ties Unbeaten

GILMORE DOBIE

Breaks Kept

"Gloomy Gil" Dobie as more of a
realist than a pessimist.
The plague-ravagedsquad began
to show the effects of its malady,
suffering a disappointing tie with
Temple and dropping successive
decisions to Detroit and North
Carolina. Victories over Western
Maryland and Kentucky failed to
bolster our hopes, for regularity.
Bismarck, Bryan, McCarthy, Battles, and DiNatale joined the casualty list. The mere One-game
injuries, incurred by Horsfal, Cignetti, Kissel, Reardon, and Ananis,
we began fo consider as comparatively fortunate.
To get away from mere enumeration of casualties,?for
this
could go on forever, ?let us say
that, of the starting eleven named;
only Janusas and Guinea have remained intact for the entire season. If the injury to one man has
spoiled the seasons of such mighty
machines as Colgate and Minnesota, what can we expect of a
team that from time to time has
lost men in nine different positions and, too frequently, their
substitutes as well?

Failing to capitalize on two
splendid chances, the Crusaders of
Holy Cross were forced to be content with a scoreless tie against
Carnegie's Skibos.
Wet, heavy ball and a slippery
field made for rough sledding but
the Worcester team should have
come out of the fracas with a victory. Twice the Crusaders advanced within the Skibos 5-yard
line, twice they were driven back.
Bullet Bill Osmanski, the outstanding player on the field, almost won the game on the last
play of the fourth period when he
intercepted a Carnegie pass and
sprinted to within 20 yards of the
visitor's goal.
Flay opened with a distinct Purple tinge. An intercepted pass by
Histen gave Holy Cross the ball
on the Technician's 10 yard line.
Osmanski fought his way to the
5 yard line. Here the usually reliable Cahill passes were grounded
by a. brilliant Skibos defense. The
visitors took the oval and Keller
quickly kicked out of danger. In
the second quarter with Cahill
rifling the pigskin to Osmanski,
Ouellette, and O'Melia in that order, sixty yards were covered
bringing the ball to the 9 yard
line. On two plays Osmanski battered his way to the 3 yard line
ana a touchdown seemed imminent. The Worcester attack died
down, Carnegie braced and two
plays later found them booting the
ball far up the field out of danger.
The second half was "dull and
drab with the exception of two
drop kick attempts by Kopsack,
and Osmanski's long dash. At the
beginning of the third quarter Carnegie advanced 25 yards from
midfield. Kopsack went back to his
35 and attempted a drop kick, but
the ball was slippery and the try
was poor. In the fourth quarter
the Technician's quarter back
dropped back to his 36 and made
a great effort to toe the ball between the uprights. This time only
the heaviness of the ball prevented
the visitors from going into a 3-0
lead as the kick was straight and
true but just missed the distance.

An odd note about the records of the two teams is to
examine the actual play of the clubs in all their games. First
of all Boston College has outplayed all its opponents, gaining
more ground and chalking up more first downs. The result
has been four victories, one tie and three defeats. Holy Cross
on the other hand has not been able to hold the playing edge A Boston College team, proover its rivals. Western Maryland, Brown and Colgate have claimed in pre-season predictions
seen the Cross pushed around a bit but to no avail. The re- as "the power in the East" and
yet one that reached last Saturday
sults show Holy Cross with seven wins and two deadlocks. a new
low in ignominy, has left a
Figure that out.
bewildered group of Eagle enthusiIt seems as though there must be something else besides asts groping in the darkness, for
actual football brawn to give one team a victory although the reason as to the team's failoutplayed and another team a defeat when they have showed ure. Notwithstanding local journinsinuations to the contrary,
to be stronger. It seems to come down to the breaks of the alistic
the pure and unsensational reason
game. Holy Cross has had plenty of breaks, but they have for B. C.'s non-success lies
the
McFADDEN STAR END
capitalized on them. It's the use of these breaks that make time-honored yet never morein true
one team outstanding and the other just a football team.
Behind this impersonal bit of indefense?"breaks." No team in the
formation there lies a very fine
nation
has
such
disundergone
a
supposedly
beginning
To
team that was
weak at the
personality. Danny, one of the
of the season, the Cross has done marvels and demands the couraging "breaks" as the Eagle
younger members of the Eagle grid
eleven this season.
regards and congratulations of all. They are a scrappy bunch
squad and a luminary in the end
When the above optimistic progwho will be out to revenge that one point defeat.
was
department, is a husky lad packnostication
issuing from New
ing 187 lbs. in his 6' 1" frame. HailYork,
College
the
Boston
potential
HOW THOSE TERRIERS CAN YELP
line had Perrault and MacFadden
ing from Arlington, a little borough
north of Boston, he garnered his
Hats off to B. U. It took them a long time to do it, but ends; Zaleski and Janusas, tackles;'
football knowledge under Fred
they did it. A team, that blocked and tackled the way they Schwotzer and Kissel, guards;
Worth,
and
center.
A
completely
Ostergren's tutelage.
did, showed they were out to win. It's no black mark to
veteran backfield was composed
Reporting in his junior year at
lose to a team that plays such inspired football. Nechtem, of Captain Tony DiNatale, Tom SCHWOTZER READY
Arlington
High, he lacked the
Famigletti, Blazynski, Dixon and Walker starred for the Guinea, Fella Gintoff, and Al Horsof his team
year's
experience
In Ernie Schwotzer B. C. has
Intowners. It will be pretty hard to find room to roam the fal. Before the season even got
mates,
with
three
weeks of
yet
the
most
guard
versatile
in hisstreets of Boston, the way those B. U. students and grads under way, this formidable aggretory.
Any one acquainted with >ractice his "super charge" clinched
have reacted to the victory. Every dog has his day.
gation was disrupted when the
scholastic football will tell you of the left end position for him, at
Zaleski left school. Then,
towering
The bright, that is comparatively bright, spot of the
his ability to throw passes, which which post he held undisputed
as the season began, the injured
afternoon was the way old Cappy Bryan drove the revamped Perrault,
he did so successfully at Waltham sway for the remainder of his high
Schwotzer, and Worth
team during the second half. With the snow falling pretty fell by the wayside with amazing High, St. John's Prep, and on last school career.
heavily and the dusky murk of late afternoon enfolding the rapidity. When Gintoff, the key- year's Freshman club, but only a The fall of '35 found Dan maplaying field, hopes began to rise within many of B. C.'s man of the backfield, was hurt few of his friends know of his other triculating at Boston College where
he showed the same aggressive
stalward supporters. It looked like last year's Cross game and then in turn his replacement, accomplishments.
play
characteristic of him on high
At Waltham High, besides playwas being replayed. The sustained drive of 80 yards gave Jivelikian, we began to appreciate
ing an important part on two State school gridirons. The Arlington
the Eagles six points, but that was all. Further efforts were
Championship football teams, he lad held down the left end berth
futil as the B. U. defense held. Dick Cummings, Pete Cigalso found time to engage in on Harry Downes' undefeated
netti, Jim Cahill, Jim Flynn, Tom Guinea, Hugo Blandori,
Everything
hockey and baseball as well as be- Freshman club and greatly inJohn Janusas and Jim Kissel showed some grand football
ing the president of his class. Is creased his style of play with a
but the 13 point handicap was too great.
in
it any wonder that the Watch City smoothness and confidence that
fans place him in their Hall of was to carry him to greater
SPOT PASS SPECIALS
Fame along with such stars as Pat heights. Promoted to the fostering
MUSIC
Ryan, Larry Lowery, Tony Siano, care of Bill Ormsby, Dan made his
The Frosh came through with an undefeated season to
and Bill Pendergast ? Also at St. bid for the varsity job on Gil
make it three in a row from the yearlings. They had a close
from
John's, Ernie played baseball as Dobie's powerful machine of '36.
shave with B. U., but one point is as good as six.
well as football but here at the His power and drive were so great
SYMPHONY
In another week football will be forgotten, and track
Heights Schwotzer has confined his that they betrayed the tenderness
resultto
activities to football where he of his eighteen years and
and hockey will take over the spot light. Captains Red Gill
same
end
he
into
the
antly
stepped
guard
plays a slashing game at
and Joe Hartigan have great prospects ahead.
there
on
the
"A"
team
and
position
SWING
the
main
one
of
and has become
On Friday night, there will be another monster rallv and
cogs in the Dobie team. However he has stayed to answer each
parade
auto
preceding the Cross game. Don't forget it's
he did manage to take long enough starting whistle on the varsity
to pitch schedule.
everybody, freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors for
BOSTON MUSIC CO. away from Spring practice
Possessing an uncanny ability of
mates to a
his
freshmen
football
Saturday night with the Ho!y Cross safely taken care
113 Boylston Street
Boston
victory over the '41 baseball team. diagnosing plays, Mr. McFadden is
of, the big celebration will be at the Statier
with Spike
HANcock 1561
In so doing Ernie allowed but two there like the spot on your vest to
Toomey leading the festivities. It will be a real
celebration
hits in the five innings that he toed break up the opposition and ruin
so bring your bestest and finish the season in style
the
the play.

Eagles From

Great Year

mound.
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Boston College Holds Edge On Football Series Valuable Man
Eagles Won 17
Tied 3 And
Lost 14

American public,
widely heralded as a football-loving
nation, will soon have sated its appetite for the lure of a sailing
pigskin. For the thirty-fifth time
the Maroon and Gold of Boston
College ana the Purple of Holy
Cross will clash in the latest encounter of the age old struggle
for football supremacy between
these two Jesuit rivals.
This ancient classic began in the
days of the Spanish-American war
and has never been decided by
rote, rhyme or reason. It has nothing to do with the other games
during the season, being a separate affair and often a surprise
party. The only guarantee that
goes with every ticket is that a
good time will be had by all. So
far that phase of the program has
never failed.
Every Boston College-Holy Cross
fracas has always been attended
by an enthusiastic crowd and the
games themselves have always
provided a pack of thrills that live
on to each succeeding game, and
it is very certain that this coming
event will prove no exception. Next
Saturday we will play host to a
capacity crowd of B. C. and H. C.
rooters assembled at Fenway Park.
This game will mark the finish of
both teams' schedules and each
eleven will be in there fighting for
an extra-definite purpose; Boston
College to begin another long winning streak against the Crusader
The

great

and Holy Cross will seek revenge
for a victory that was so gloriously snatched from their hands
by the indomitable spirit of a
fighting Boston College eleven,
last year.
The first game of this hardest
fought and most exciting series
was won by Boston College with
a score of 6-4. That was in 1896,
and since that encounter the keen
spirit of conflict has never diminished.
From 1896-1898 the two teams
played two games each season,
all of which the Eagles won; but
in 1899, because of the nerve-

wracking

and

bone-shattering
brand of football played, the pow-

ers-that-be decided that one battle
per annum was sufficient. Until
1902 B. C. had a 5-1 edge. Then
intervened the longest breaks in
the schedule, from 1902-1910, and
from 1913-1918, the latter due to
the war. And so up to the war the
record stood, Holy Cross 8 wins,
B. C. 7 wins and one 0-0 tie in
1898. Following the war
throughout the 20's the Eagles decidedly held the upper hand, winning 8 times as against two defeats and one tie in 1926. The complete tabulation of the 34 meetings
stands: Boston College, 17 wins;
Holy Cross, 14 wins and three ties.
It was such immortals as Devlin,
Holland, later on Urban, Darling,
Roderick and not so long ago,
O'Brien,
Tosi
and
Kozlowski,
Freitas, under the tutelage of
"Maj" Cavanaugh and his assistant Joe McKenney, that brought
back to B. C. conclusive ascendancy since 1919.
Even in defeat Boston College
has always looked glorious as in
1931 when Holy Cross plucked a

To Eagles

7-6 win from the Eagles when the heroes are made and by nightCapta.'n Kelley, a smashing back, fall some second string reserve
ran around his right end to score. might be the toast of the winning
Among the human powerhouses
It was in this game that Harry team. Its all in the game and it's who have graced our campus in
Downes put on the best show of a fine game at that.
recent years, there is perhaps none
a defensive

centre game ever seen.
Another famous game was played
in 1925 when Jack Cronin and Art
McManus put on such a spectacular
defensive play against the
Cross. Such have been most of the
battles; close, heated, rugged and
spectacular, besides being widely
discussed afterwards.
Natural rivalry and the spirit of
the two Jesuit institutions coupled
with potential Ail-American material on both sittes, and the color
lent by the crowd, this contest is
traditionally and currently the
most eagerly awaited battle of the
year.
Although the date of the encounter is always near Thanksgiving day, on only one occasion
has it ever been played on that
holiday. That was in the 1931 game
which was played at the Harvard
Stadium.
Boston College has been coached
by six famous men: "Maj" Cavanaugh (1919-1926); Joe McKenney
(1927-1934); and also Leo Daley;
from 1934-35) "Dinny" McNamara
and Harry Downes took command
of the Eagles; and for the last two
seasons "Gil" Dobie from Cornell
has been chief mentor for Boston.
Coaching the Crusaders in the past
has been Cleo O'Donnell now at
St. Anselm's, McEwan, and the
present coach "Doc" Anderson.
Games come and games go, but
this is the big party of the year
for the two Jesuit Colleges. You
could name stars for both sides
but you would miss the real hero
by a wide margin. In big games

And so "Lettergo" B. C.!
1896?8.
1896?8.
1897? H.
1897?8.
1898? B.
1898? B.
1899?8.
1901? H.
1902? H.
1910? H.
1911? H.
1912? H.
1914? H.
1915? H.
1916?8.
1917?8.
1919?8.
1920?8.
1921? H.
1922?8.
1923?8.
1924? H.
1925?8.
1926?8.
1927?8.
1928?8.
1929?8.
1930? H.
1931? H.
1932?8.
1933?8.
1934? H.
1935? H.
1936?8.

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

C.
C.
C.
C.

6
6
10
12
0
11
17
11
22
34
13
13
10
9
17
34

.

H.
H.
B.
H.
H.
H.
H.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
H.
H.

9

H.

14
41

H.
B.

17

H.

16

H.
B.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
B.

33
17

0
6
19
12
7

7
0
13
7
20
13

B.

H.
H.
B.
B.
H.

who surpasses Cappy Bryan, that
phlegmatic youth with the perpetual calm face. A product of Bill
Donohue at North Quincy High, he
came to B. C. without much fanfare and shouting, but has proved
his worth over and over again.
As a freshman he was the fourth
member of a backfield that included Red Forristall, Tom Guinea, and
Lepeisha. In Sophomore he was
on the squad, but didn't attain to
any great heights. Last year he
was Tony DiNatele's sub, and in
the last moments of the Cross
game, after relieving Tony, drove
the team down the field on a
march that was ended only by the
timer's gun. This year he has been
handicapped by a bad charley
horse,
but Saturday he came
through in splendid fashion in the
second half, providing the spark
that led the team to its only
touch down after a 77-yard march.
Cappy is a brilliant quarterback,
and a tremendously powerful linesmasher. It takes four or five men
to get Bryan down because of his
great drive. He smashes through
lines, making holes where non existed before. He is the calmest man
on the field, and mixes his plays
well. Cappy is an honor student,
and has been since he enterd the

C. 4
C. 2
C. 4
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 3
C. 5
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 14
C. 6
C. 7
C. 0
C. 0
C. 13
C. 7
C. 0
C. 6
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 0
C. 6
C. 0
C. 9
C. 2
C. 6
C. 12 College.
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Terriers Upset
Favored B. C.

PURPLE STARS NAMED BILL

Six Conquerors
Of Last Year
Return
Recall that glorious day of November 28, 1936 and the deeds of
the B. C. warriors, for on Saturday next you will see many of
these same men answering the
starting whistle. Pzenny, Dominick, Gilman, Ferdenzi and Tortolini have passed from the halls of
the college, their names listed
among the gridiron great of Boston College. The men who are
coming back are:
Tony DiNatale, who last year
started the first march of 56 yards
with a sizable gain through the
Crusader forward wall, will probably be there to end his career ir>
worthy fashion if his ankle is fully
strengthened, certainly he will be
in the game to send his incomparable spirals down the field.
John Janusas, the man who
blocked both attempts of Holy
Cross conversions that spelled victory for the Eagle, will be playing
his rugged consistent brand of ball.
Playing the entire 60 minutes of
the Arctic battle has set a precedent that the Lexington Iron Man
has faithfully maintained for he
has never suffered serious injury
in a football game.
Jim Kissell has had a great season and is sure to continue the
heroic brilliance displayed in the
B. U. contest. Watch "Butch" in
action, he seldom leaves his knees
when playing offensively and is always in the thick of the pile. He
crawls a few feet and he is in position to make the next tackle. Here
is a stalwart of the famous B. C.
line which has offered a great deal
of trouble to every opposing force.
Guinea and Jivelikian were perhaps overshadowed by Ferdenzi
and Gintoff, but certainly none has
eclipsed the glory of Tom Guinea
this year, his total yardage proves
this as well as his rank of high
scorer. Jivvy is confined to the
bench with a knee ailment that
will doubtless keep him from the
clash. Fella has been hounded by
an injury all season, but he has
recovered well and will seek to
repeat his stellar performance of
a year ago. All he did was score
both touchdowns and heave some
beautiful passes that put the pigskin in scoring position.
Horsfal will be right at home
when the Crusader strives for revenge, starting the game again.
For effective blocking and open
field tackling, Al has no peer. The
appalling list of casualties has
numbered Horsfal, due to a torn
chest muscle acquired not so many
weeks ago. A brother in injury is
Cap Bryan who returned to erstwhile form last Saturday when he
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BILL COLLINS
made a magnificent bid for promo-

tion and for a starting post in the
Holy Cross game. He ran the team
as well as it has been generalled

this year.
If every game must have its
hero in spite of "team triumph,"
Dan McFadden was just that last
year when he intercepted two Holy
Cross passes which led to scores.
His general end play has been of
the highest caliber since the day
he reported to Gil Dobie for varsity
competition, a fact that is more
emphatic when one considers that
Dan has started in every game
for the past two years.
These are the men who return
to match the Crusader on Saturday. Perrault and Worth are out
with leg injuries and will not
share in the classic contest, although they did yeomen duty on
tne snow-covered plains of Fenway in '36. You will probably not
notice the boys stop to pass the
time of day over a cup of tea with
their old acquaintances, but me
light of recognition will be in the
eyes of those men that met in dire
combat before, as they wage bitter
struggle with their arch rivals,
who by the way are their best
friends in case you didn't realize
it. You perhaps wouldn't if you
should witness the hard fought
conflict that is the B. C.-Holy
Cross annual conclave.

JOHN CONNOLLY
Little mention has been made
of John Connolly, the blocky left
tackle of the Boston College line,
but John is one of the few men
who have not been relegated to the
second frontier at some time during the season.
Last year, "Chopper" was Dominick's substitute in the position,
but at the beginning of the season
was supposed to give way to John
Zaleski.

Senior Centre

Boston University, a team with
a purpose, outfought a favored
Eagle team before a crowd of
10,000 spectators at Fenway Park
last Saturday, to win by a score
of 13-6. This first triumph for the
intowners in the series which began in 1894, was achieved in the
second period on two passes. The
first was from Nechtem to Blazynski and the second was a pass from
Gintoff which was intercepted by
Famiglietti, who ran 57 yards for
a touchdown. The B. C. touchdown
was a result of an 80-yard drive.
At the outset B. C. appeared too
started a drive down the field.
Horsfall, Gintoff and Guinea alternated in carrying the ball down
to the 13-yard stripe. Here B. U.
braced and took the ball on downs.
From then until the second half
Pat Hanley's boys were in the
driver's seat. Mixing up reverses
and spinners with an occasional
pass from Nechtem, the boys proceeded to set the Eagles back on
their heels. There was no score in
BILL OSMANSKI
BILL GALLOGLY
the first period but the B. C. fans
were begging their team to "hold
'em."
Second Quarter Disastrous
Shortly after the start of the
second period, a score came. With
Famiglietti and Blazynski taking
turns in lugging the apple, the
Terriers went 40 yards to a first
down on B. C.'s 23-yard line.
"Fam" cracked through center for
three yards and on the next play
Solly Nechtem faded back and
threw a bullet pass to Blaznski,
who was standing alone in the end
zone. The Copley Square adherents
went wild. This was the first time
that the B. U. team had ever been
ahead of their fellow townsmen.
On the opposite side of the field
there was a stunned silence. B. C.
had seen it happen and couldn't
believe their eyes.
The try for the extra point
caused a great deal of confusion.
Nechtem's first try was blocked
but Holgerson, the right end,
picked up the loose oval and carried it over. However, the play had
HENRY WORONICZ
to be tried again because of unnecessary
roughness by both clubs.
One of the three or four starting*! *give Ray Perrault a hard fight for
The
second
attempt at conversion
starting honors the following
sophomores in the Holy Cross game
making the
the
split
uprights
year.
will be "Big Hank" Woronicz, 198
Henry didn't have to fight as score B. U. 7, B. C. 0.
pounds of well-built and capable hard as many thought he would
Receiving the kick-off, B. C. dedynamite who holds down the this season, because Perrault hurt cided to try the air lanes. Several
his leg in a practice session and of Gintoff's passes were completed
right end beside John Janusas.
then further aggravated it later in but only for short gains. Finally
Henry comes from Brockton and
the season. "Hank" has started one of these aerial attempts boomseems to be the start of a new every game
this year and has im- eranged. Standing on his own 40Brockton dynasty. The former proved gradually until, in the Ken- yard line, Gintoff tried a long fordynasty ended more than five of fine end play. In that game ward to Woronicz. The pass was
years ago after producing many tucky game, he reached the peak accurate but Gary Famiglietti
outstanding players. Woronicz was Woronicz showed that he was the stepped in and plucked the pigskin
originally a tackle, but his size outstanding end on the squad when before it reached the intended reimpressed Coach Murdock last every play towards his end was ceiver. Apparently hemmed in at
year and he was converted into a spilled for a loss. He either drove the 50-yard line, he reversed his
hard driving, powerful end against off the interferers and got the car- field and cut to the right. There
which interference crashes and rier single-handed or he piled up seemed no danger of a score but
pounds in vain. Hank immediately the intereference and Janusas or B.
U. interference formed as
went to town and showed all and the secondary nudged the carrier though by magic and suuuenly he
sundry that he was the man to into the sloppy turf.
was in the open. Tom Guinea was
the last man between him and the
promised land but along came
Bernard, an end, to erase the B. C.
back and Famiglietti proceeded to
make it 13-0. The try for the point
after was to the right of the goal
y.s the last game, we will give posts.
By George Kelly
New Team Shows Strength
everything we have. Records mean
The majority of the members of nothing, and Holy
Dobie made several substitutions
Cross has rethe student body at Boston Colceived most of the breaks this for the second half. In the backlege know the players on the varfield, Cignetti, Cummings and Bryyear."
sity football squad by sight, but
Left End Jim Cahill said: "The an went in for Horsfall, Gintoff and
only in a few cases do the players
Holy Cross tackles are weak and Lucey; while in the line, Kissel reand students become intimately as- our
strongest offensive is off- placed Reardon and Cahill went in
sociated with each other.
tackle. We beat them last year for Woronicz. This combination
Thus, as a result of an unsuc- when they had the best tackles seemed to work out for the best
cessful season the like of which we they ever had in Moncewicz and because the team immediately put
have just experienced, the prevail- Gavin. If the fellows block the way on a scoring drive. Starting from
ing opinion seemed to be that the they can, a sure victory for Bos- their own 20-yard marker and with
football team was discouraged ton College is imminent."
the four backs taking turns in
and had no hope of winning
Dick Cummings Halfback: "We carrying, the Eagles marched to
agains Holy Cross next Saturday, will be out to win this game above the B. U. 13-yard line in a series
especially since the Crusaders are all others and especially to gain of steady gains. With their goal
undefeated and have beaten some revenge for last week's defeat."
in immediate danger, the Terriers'
of the best teams in the country.
Right End Lefty Flynn: "If I get defense tightened and on two runBy interviewing six prominent in I will play my head off. B. C. ning plays B. C. had a net loss
members of the varsity, it was should win by two touchdowns."
of 3 yards. So on third down and
discovered an optimistic air perAl Horsfal?Quarterback: "We'll with 16 to go, Cummings threw
vaded the football squad concern- be going into this game the under- a forward to Cahill on the 3-yard
ing the coming game against Holy dogs for the first time this year. line for a first down. After Bryan
Cross as he found among the playWe were underdogs last year but had failed to score, Cummings, on
ers themselves.
we proved results and not talk a tackle smash fumbled but Pete
Captain Tony DiNatale was in- payed off in the end. In concluding Cignetti recovered for the touchterviewed first. His words were: I wish to remind you to watch the down. The try for the extra point
"We're full of confidence. Since it results."
was blocked.

Flashy Wingman

Players Look For A Victory
Over Invading Worcesterites

?

HUGO BLANDORI

Students Go to
Dance Held
By Blind Girls
Party Was Conducted
For The Blind
At Perkins Institute

"It's a pleasure," commented one
student, "to be at a dance with a
girl who is not so blaze and sophisticated that she expects everything as a matter of course." Such
was the typical aftermath relative
to the Junior-Senior dance run
last Saturday night by girls from
The Perkins Institute for the
Blind, in Watertown.
Through Richard Stanton, "38,
working as chairman of the Apostolic Committee of the Sodality
of Our Lady, it was arranged to
have about twenty Boston College
men invited to the dance these
blind girls were running. And this
unusual affair resulted in such a
success that those who attended
are looking forward to future times
which that school, intends to have.
But before going any farther in
the story, one point must be
cleared up, one which on Saturday night befuddled practically all
the fellows, and left them for half
the dance very confused. That is,
the realization of just what a
blind person is. The sociological
definition, it seems, is: one who
cannot read print even with
glasses.
So while the gnests
thought that all the girls were going to be completely blind, there
were in reality only about four or
five totally sightless, and the rest
could in varying degrees distinguish forms and silhouettes.
Besides the Boston College men,
there were representatives from
other colleges around, notable
among which number were two
Egyptians .and a Chinese student
from Harvard. The entire group of
approximately forty fellows were
introduced to the girls by hostesses. These hostesses are teachers chosen by the girls for the occasion.
In an attractively decorated hall
at the school, music from an orchestra of five blind men students
beat out rhythmic tunes for modern
dances
and
interspersed
throughout the evening a few of
those old fashioned John Paul
Jones dances to keep conviviality
at a high point.
And while the dancing was going on punch and cakes were
served, with John McNulty, '38,
acting as "barman" for the evening.

One report which seemed to be
universal was that those blind girls
sure did know their dance steps,
tripping the light fantastic, as
they say, with the greatest of ease.
Whether it was ordinary swing
dancing or trucking or the Big
Apple or even the old-fashioned
dances they performed adeptly
and with familiarity to what they
did. One of the visitors picked up
a dancing lesson from the instructor for the Institute, Miss Nass.
And that is just one more work
which the Sodality does.

FOR SALE
An excellent raccoon coat. To
be sold at a ridiculously low
low price.
For further information see
Robert D. Power, '38.
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Appoint Jack Burgess
To Be Head of
Freshman Team
With the first game of the season little more than a week away,
Coach Snooks Kelly is still m
doubt as to the quality of his
nockey team. Graduation left the
team with capable, but inexperienced men who played little due
to the indestructibility of last
year's team. Although they lack
experience, they are not deficient
in spirit, and their performance
has pleased Coach Kelly. They
have had comparatively few practices, but their showing has been
fairly encouraging, although Coach
Kelly refuses to predict what kind
of a season is in prospect, intending to play each game as it comes,
and let the future take care of
itself.
At present the first team lines
up with Joe Hartigan at center,
Tom Sharkey and Bud Davis at
the wings, Joe Powers and Jerry
O'Callaghan, defensemen, and
Marty Roscio, goal. The second
team has Frank Lowery at center,
Ralph Doherty and Bill Prior at
the wings. Sawicki and George
Fallon at defense and Ray Coyne,
goal. These boys have been scrimmaging with the powerful Boston
Olympics at the Arena, but the
CAPTAIN ANTHONY DiNATALE
Olympics are so good that it is
difficult for Coach Kelly to deterAll you fellows know about Tony has saved a B. C. team from de- mine how good his team is.
so we won't dwell on his past life. feat by his powerful, booming
The first game is a week from
Tony is what is known as a money punts.
Saturday with the strong veteran
He can punt a high floater or a Princeton sextet, at Princeton.
player. He is a hard plugger, always trying, one who hits the low line drive depending on the The team will leave for New York
heights of playing ability when the situation. He is never rufled by next Friday night.
going is toughest. Remember the an incoming line and if we think
There will be practice this week
Cross game last year? "Di" by back we can't remember even one on Thursday, Friday, and Saturhis hard running and great kick- of his punts being blocked.
day at the Arena.
We nominate Captain Anthony
ing, sparked the team to our
Jack Burgess, last year's capDiNatale for the B. C. Hall of tain,
greatest victory in many years.
is in charge of the freshman
He is rated by some experts as Fame for his punting, hard run- team, which has just been called
one of the best kickers in the ning, and calm, unruffled leader- out. They will practice with the
country.
ship. May he lead a victorious varsity, if
present plans go
There seems to be no limit to his flight of Eagles back to the eyrie through.
ability to kick the ball wherever after the battle with the Crusadhe wishes. More than once Tony ers.
HOLY CROSS
(Continued from Page 1)

Sophomores On Team
To men of Boston College who
witnessed last year's freshman
gridiron clash between the Crusader and the Eagle, it must seem
rather strange that Dr. Eddie Anderson has been able to unearth
such a plentitude of excellent

sophomore material this autumn.
Five and six of these first year
varsity men have been playing the
greater part of the games this
year, many of them starting in
the successive Saturday struggles.
Ronnie Cahill, who lives on the
same street as Lou Little, Columbia grid mentor, in the town of
Leominster, is a soph who has empowered the Purple attack with as
fine a passing threat as the Dobiemen have had to contend with all
fall. This boy really can pass. He
also has been attending to a great
part of the kicking duties.
It was about the tenth day of
practice, way back in September,
when coach Anderson installed
Henry Giardi, Hartford sophomore,
into the first team backfield. He's
been there ever since, holding down
the right halfback's berth, and usually shifting over to fullback
when Osmanski isn't in there. An
excellent defensive back, Giardi
was the Bomber's understudy until sparkling performances on the
practice field, high atop Mt. Saint

ENGRAVING C?
DESIGNING

ENGIRAVINHj'
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The Imperial Ballroom of the
Hotel Statler will be the scene of
the annual Boston College-Holy
Cross Victory Dance, Saturday
evening, following the 35th renewal of the traditional New England
esuit College football rivalry.
According to custom, the dance
will take the form of an informal
reception to members of the Eagle
and Crusader squads who will be
the guests of the evening. A large
delegation of students from Holy
Cross are planning to attend and
present indications are that it will
be one of the most colorful postgame dances in recent years.
The Imperial Ballroom, for years
the scene of the Boston College
proms, is the largest and finest
ballroom in the city and is annu?
ally the setting for Boston's leading social events.
Allen Curtis' famous prom band
will provide the music for dancing
from eight until midnight. His
band is one of the favorites among
New England college students,
having played during the past
year at dances at Harvard, Dartmouth, Holy Cross and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
tickets, which are selling fast, are
priced at $2.50 and may be purchased from any member of the
committee.
The dance is being held under
the auspices of the Senior Class
and the proceeds will be turned
over to the Sub Turri fund to aid
in defraying the cost of publishing
the senior yearbook.
The committee in charge is
headed by Francis L. Toomey of
West Roxbury, assisted by oseph
Home of South Boston, Allan Gibbons of Dorchester, ohn P. Gately
of Dorchester, Francis G. Fallon
of Roslindale and ames Dempsey
of Somerville.

OPP. SOUTH STATION

'-

-

James, warranted his insertion into
the starting backfield combination.
Bill Histon, a Dorchester boy, at
end, Jim Turner of Lawrence, at
right guard, Walter Walewski, of
Pennsylvania, at right tackle,
Carlo Sarno of Medford at end,
and Jack Kelley, a Lowell halfback are other sophomores who
have seen plenty of varsity action
this fall.
Cross Offensive Not Too Strong
Holy Cross has scored five touchdowns in their last six games, one
against Georgia, Brown, and Western Maryland, and two against
Colgate. Two scoreless ties were
played, with Temple, and Carnegie
Tech. This speaks not too well for
the vaunted Crusader offense. But
when one realizes that this same
Crusader has, with te exhception
of the Colgate game, never been
behind his opponent in the matter
of points scored, one is apt to view
it with a slightly different aspect.
They trailed Colgate, 7-6, until
Osmanski finally blasted his way
through for the game winning
touchdown.
Our acrobatic trio will be in for
a few hectic and fiery competitive
moments during the half, if the
men of the Purple produce a real
honest-to-goodness horse, and a
live dressed-up crusader, as they
did during the half of the Georgia
game, played in Fenway, a short
time ago.
On to Fenway Park, Boston College and Holy Cross! Seasonal
records, errors, bad judgements
are forgotten. Boston College is
FELLA GINTOFF
playing Holy Cross. It is the Jesuit
classic of the country. And long
The expression "He's some fel-' *In the first contest, he suffered a
may it be so.
lah!" has become trite, but never- knee injury that has pursued him
for the entire season. Fella has
Did the weather man predict
theless Mr. Gintoff is certainly one
snow for the week-end?
gone into a game only to be struck
swell football player. True, he has down with the painful recurrence
not played as often as the fans of this cronic knee ailment.
College men are a lazy lot,
They always take their ease;
would have enjoyed because of an
In the B. IT. game, Mr. Gintoff
Even when they graduate,
injury. From those glorious days showed the crowd that he is no
They do it by degrees.
of '35 when he shined so brightly mean punter, for he helped main*
#
3fi
on the crack frosh eleven, Fella tain the high kicking average the
The exchange editor on the has been heralded as a fine All Maroon and Gold hooters have
Trinity Times is peeved because American prospect.
compiled to date. The stellar runshe doesn't receive her copy of
Starting off the season auspi- ning of other years has not been
the Georgetown Hoya and the ciously in the Northeastern game, witnessed many times in the '37
Catholic University Tower until the Claremont Charm displayed campaign, but with the renewal
after the rest of the campus has remarkable ability in throwing of strength in his knee, he should
read Morpheus the Xlth and strikes and a decided improvement return to his magnificent manner
Hoyagrams.
in his running style was noticed. of past days.
*
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Invite Both Teams
To Attend Festivities
In Imperial Ballroom

EXPECTED TO RETURN TO FORM

FEBERAJL
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Hockey Squad Statler Will Be
Now in Shape Scene of Dance

Tony Prepared For Last Game
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which was run in the nature of a
handicap. The redhead defeated
Bob Lloyd, who had a five-yard
handicap, by three or four yards
in the fast time of 50.3 seconds.
Lloyd was timed in 51.5.

Cinder
Dust

the stretch to nose out Frank Heg- has been true is true today; we
arty in the three-quarters. Hegstill need a fundamental arbiter
arty's showing gives promise that when departments of government
he will be a hard man to beat for dispute their respective powers."
a position on the two-mile relay
Sullivan, who is a Gargan medal
team.
winner, concluded the argument
for the Fulton. Delving at great
the
length into the powers that the

Tom McFarland equalled
the
Boston College record in
hurdles with a 14.9 performance.
He was pushed all the way by
fall season. Four events were run Walter Hall, a freshman who just
off, the 120-yard high hurdles, a
took up hurdling this fall. Coach
varsity quarter-mile race, a fresh- Ryder thinks that this lad is the
man quarter-mile race, and a
finest prospect that he has ever
three-quarter mile run.
seen.
By George A. MacCormack, '38
An informal meet was held last
Friday afternoon to wind up the

Dick

*

*

Gill

won

*

*

his

specialty,
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ENGLISP DEBATE

(Continued from Page 1)
to disagree with them on a point

that vitally affects the government
of the United States. He said in
part, "If the judges should declare
acts unconstitutional only when
they were evidently so, such few
Euk Scanneii fought it out down occasions could be remedied by political action." He concluded his
argument by stating that, "what
*

*

*

»

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
The University of Buffalo

B. C. H. C.
VICTORY
DANCE
-

A four year curriculum completed in three calendar
years, by means of the quarter plan. The dental and
medical schools are closely affiliated. Dental students
have two years of basic medical study under the direction and supervision of the medical faculty. Clinical
practice of dentistry, in all its varied aspects, is supervised by the dental division and is connected with the
clinics of several hospitals. One month of interneship in
a hospital of 1200 beds, during the senior year, offering
unusual experience in clinical observation, diagnosis and
treatment of dental conditions. The next regular session
will start the first week in July, 1938.
Class A rating.
For further information address
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
Buffalo, New York
25 Goodrich Street

Allan Curtis 9 Band
HOTEL STATLER

Dancing?B

Needs Play-Caller
The greatest problem on Saturday lies not in stopping Osmanski
and Cahill, or in penetrating the
Purple line, but in finding within
his own ranks a man who can use
his imagination and yet call plays
intelligently. Jivelikian filled the

until 12

Subscription

$2.50

?

bill against Kentucky, but his injury is still bothersome and he may
not be ready.
Boston College's principle weapons of attack are three: Guinea's
running, Gintoff's passing, and DiNatale's kicking. Holy Cross has
two: Cahill's passing and?OsSupreme Court now exercises and manski.
should exercise, Sullivan pointed
Osmanski Star
out that, "Someone must interpret
Coach Bill Kern of Carnegie
the constitution, and who is better
Tech said of Mr. Osmanski: "He is
able to interpret it than the Suthe best back to face us all year
preme Court." In developing his arand that includes Goldberg of Pitt.
gument Sullivan reviewed the hisof Drake, and Pupilis of
tory of the court, and pointed out Isbell
Notre Dame." This merely to show
that years of experience, during
that "Blonde Bill" has returned
which the body has become widely
to form after his Georgia game inknown
and widely respected,
jury.
have made the Supreme Court the
Bryan, Janusas, Cahill, Kissel,
only logical body for the interpreGuinea, and Blandori will all be
tation of the law.
playing their last intercollegiate
The members of the Junior Philfootball game and are anxious to
omatheia Society ushered at the
close their careers with a victory.
debate.
Somebody Wins
A Boston College-Holy Cross
BOSTON COLLEGE
game is always a dog-eat-dog af(Continued from Page 1)
fair and this year will be no exception. Somebody wins and somesence from the B. U. game, the
boy loses. Let's hope for a red and
Crusader will find the Eagles even gold
sunset.
harder to stop than they were on
that snow-covered field last November.
LADIES'and MENS
«L
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blended.

Mild ripe tobaccos
and pure cigarette pater
that's why they're MILDER
why they TASTE BETTER

t/ieyilgive you

MORE PLEASURE
Copyright \9'S7', U&GHT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.
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the pure white ciga-
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FOR RIKT4L

Chesterfields are milder and how
different they taste. That's due to
the careful way Chesterfield tobac-
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Notice when you smoke one how
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